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INTRODUCTION
The investigations outlined in the previous progress report have
been carried out. Specifically, the JPL-STAR (1), the multiprocessor
proposed by Koczela and Wang (2), and the Bell Telephone Systems ESS #2--
(3) have been considered with respect to their fault recovery charac-
teristics. This analysis has indicated definite strengths and
weaknesses in each design and has suggested possible areas of improvement
in the design of reliable spaceborn computers.
The three systems considered were all designed with long term
reliability as a primary goal. The two spaceborn computers (1) (2) are
intended to have a long (3 - 5 years) design life in the absence of
manual repair. The switching system (3) is intended to have an even
longer (> 40 years) design life with manual repair. While these two
design goals are not identical, it will be seen that many properties
relating to the recovery from faults are functions of the general
_	 configuration of the system rather than the,specific details of
construction. A comparison of computers designed under these diverse
reliability criteria is thus justified so long as those properties
related to configuration are emphasized.
Before discussing the strengths and weaknesses encountered, the
general configuration of the three systems will be reviewed.
2REVIEW OF JPL-STAR CONFIGURATION
The JPL-STAR (1) is a simple processor with hardware redundancy
on a functional—level: T!:e computer includes a testing and repair
processor (TARP) which continuously monitors conditions in other
functional units of the computer and initiates repair when necessary.
Three powered copies of the TARP are provided along with a number of
unpowered spares. Any output of -t$e-TA U--to--th.e rest of the system is
derived as the majority vote among the three powered copies. In the
case of disagreement, that is, when the vote is not unanimous, the
.-01 sit grog; in element is turned off and one of the spares is powered to
restore triple modular redundancy to the TARP.
Other functional units of the computer are operated singly with
error det-eat1-on-- -.^x or in duplex with cross checking. In either
case, the detection of an error by the TARP causes the program segment
If the error persists, the faulty unit is turned off
and a spare is powered before retrying the program segment again.
Read-write memory is so arranged that 2 or more copies of any parameter
value may be written; thus critical values may be stored with higher
	 . V
redundancy for added protection. The error checking features include
cross checking of du^31x-ors,--th^_.us_e .. of arithmetic residue codes, or
the use of other (m out of n) codes. The choice of checking procedure
	 -
­
 "-vaw -determired by the intended use of the functional unit to be checked:
{
i
3REVIEW OF MULTIPROCESSOR FEATURES
The multiprocessor proposed by Koczela and Wang (2) is a
distributed processor configuration in which each processor can work
under either local or global control. This leads to a very high degree
of variability in the structure of the machine. Basically the computer
is composed of a large number of identical cells each of which is a
complete processor and memory. The cells are arranged into groups with
separate communication buses connecting cells within a group and
connecting groups. In each group, a single cell is designated as
controller. Other cells within the group may then operate either
independently or as slaves to the group controller cell for parallel
computations. In a similar manner, one of the groups is chosen as
executive. This group controls global communication and resource
allocation. The processors can communicate with the bulk store and
I-0 devices either directly or through the intercell and intergroup bus
structure.
The reference mentioned (3) does not give details of the
proposed error detection scheme other than to specify that both hardware
and software features are to be included. It is ;therefore assumed for
the purposes of comparison that error checking provisions comparable
to those of the JPL-STAR are to be implemented in hardware. In this
case, since all cells are identical, any cell may be made group controller
and any group may be made executive, thus as long as any good cellt remain
4it is possible to rearrange the system into a working configuration
of reduced capability.
REVIEW OF ESS #2 CONFIGURATION
The Bell Telephone System's ESS #2 (3) consists of a full
duplex central processor with separate maintenance center. In addition,
peripheral equipment is multiplicated so that the loss of one peripheral
unit will reduce system capabilities but will not cause a shutdown. The
two central processors are normally operated in a parallel mode with one
unit on-line and the other duplicating all its operations off-line. The
outputs of the two processors are continuously compared by the maintenance
center. A mismatch causes the execution of a recovery program which
attempts to identify the faulty processor and place it off-line to await
repair. Extensive diagnostic software is automatically applied to the
faulty processor to aid with manual repair of the faulty processor. If a
similar duplex system were operated in an environment where human
intervention was not possible, the processors might be segmented with
standby units available for each processor segment. These ftandby units
would be switched under program control to restore the second processor.
Since control rests entirely with the on-line processor in this system,
separate timers are included in each processor. Either processor is
capable of interrupting and seizing control of the system if the on-line
processor becomes hung up because of a hardware or software error.
_<
COMPARISON OF SYSTEMS CONSIDERED
The three systems considered may be compared with respect to
several features relating to recovery from faults. Perhaps most
fundamental to the process of fault recovery is the amount of "hard core"
in a system, that is, that portion of the system which must be assumed to
be operative at all times.
The "hard core" of the JPL-STAR is the TARP which monitors error
checking circuits and provides for switching of failed units. The TARP
itself is protected by triple modular redundancy on a unit level as well
as a supply of unpowered spares which may be switched in to replace a
failed active unit.
The ESS #2 in a similar manner has as its "hard core" the
maintenance centers which might be protected by redundancy if the system
were to operate in the absence of manual intervention. In addition to
this maintenance center, at least one of the two control unit timers
must be assumed to be operative.
In the case of the distributed multiprocessor considered, the
identity of the "hard-core" is not nearly as-obvious and perhaps the
usual concept of "hard core" does not apply to a distributed multiprocessor.
At any rate, a sufficient number of cells must be operative to be capable
of deciding whether or not another cell giving an error indication has
actually failed. This program has been considered previously in a more
general form (4). The lack of an identifiable "hard core" seems to have
6a significant effect on the ability of a system to tolerate massive
faults. This point will be discussed more fully in the final section of
this report.
Faults are probably most readily detected and located in the
JPL-STAR and least readily detected and located in the distributed
processor. It seems that a fixed configuration system has a definite
advantage over a variable configuration system from the standpoint of ease of
diagnosability.
The fixed configuration systems become inoperative if all copies
of any one unit, or a majority vi the copies in a majority-vote protected
redundant system, become faulty. On the other hand, the variable
configuration system becomes inoperative only when every cell fails. Until
this time, the system continues to operate at a reduced capacity. This
property, as well as that described in the previous paragraph is determined
almost entirely by the system configuration rather than by the specific
realization.
The process of recovery from failure follows a fixed pattern
which is largely determined by hardware in the JPL-STAR and ESS #2
systems. On the other hand, fault recovery procedures would fall almost
entirely into the domain of software in the distributed multiprocessor.
Either system is likely to be acceptable for the recovery from single
solid faults and from single intermittent faults, but they may differ
widely in their response to massive faults. Specifically, the multi-
,
processor configuration seems much more likely to damage its own program
7and data storage systems under such conditions. This topic is c,,rently
under investigation with respect to specific classes of massive faults.
The foregoing discussion outlines some of the primary aspects
w
in which the three systems considered differ. The investigation has
suggested several specific areas to be explored. On the other hand,
similarities between the three systems have also led to an area of
special interest. Each system uses some form of coding to ensure error-
free transmission of data and to detect malfunctions. The provisions
are perhaps most extensive in the in-STAR where several different codes
are used in different segments of the system. The applicability of
these coding techniques is discussed further in the next section of the
report.
ERROR DETECTING CODES
The use of codes for the detection of errors has been considered
from two distinct aspects. The use of arithmetic residue codes within
the arithmetic unit of a processor is a common technique. Such codes
are easily applied and are relatively efficient for the detection of
those errors in coded words which result from single hardware faults.
However, they are inefficient in the case of externally caused faults
which result in many simultaneous component failures.
Many externally induced faults lead to unidirectional errors,
i.e. errors which change some 0's to is or some 1's to 0's, but not both.
8For example, failure in the power supply to a specific unit may cause
all outputs of that unit to go to the 0 level. Special codes such as
the "m out of n" code are useful for the detecti, yn of such unidirectional
w
errors. A 2 out of 4 code is indeed used for instruction transmission
in the JPL-STAR. The motivation in this case, however, does not seem to
have been a result of the consideration of unidirectional errors. The
properties of codes which detect unidirectional errors are currently being
investigated (S).
Research on these topics has led to the discovery of new
bounds on the minimum distance of even and odd weighted code vectors
of cyclic codes of composite length n - n ln2 with n l and n2 relatively
prime. Further, the possibility of decoding beyond the BCH bound was
shown and an improvement in the decoding of binary cyclic product codes
was obtained.
Results of this research are reported in the following three
papers:
1. "On the Weight Structure of Cyclic Codes of Composite Length,"
submitted to the 4th Hawaii International Conference on System
Sciences, January 1971.
2. "Decoding Beyond the BCH Bound," submitted to the 4th Hawaii
International Conference on System Sciences, January'1971,
and, in expanded form, to the IEEE Transactions on Information
Theory.
3. "The Decoding of Binary Cyclic Product Codes," submitted to the IEEE
Transactions on Communication Technology.
	 ` ,
Copies of the abstrects,as well as of the expanded version of 2, are
included in an appendix.
9CURRENT INVESTIGATION
Since this study is largely exploratory in nature, we have thus
fat concentrated on the identification of specific areas of high
reliability computers which are critical to the recovery from massive
faults. It is not clear that massive faults behave in a well-defined
statistical manner. For this reason, we have purposely avoided attempts
to derive specific equations for the reliability of such systems. Such
calculations have been carried out for systems whose failures are assumed
to behave in a well-defined statistical manner (6) and may be possible
after further study of the specific causes of massive faults in digital
systems.
Massive faults in digital systems present a new aspect of fault
detection and recovery. A system which is designed to handle single
faults may well lose control in the presence of massive faults. This
loss of control is likely to lead to "wild" transfers and improper
storage references. Specifically, programs and data may be overwritten
during tae period immediately after the occurrence of a massive fault.
The confusion resulting from such an overwrite would be disastrous to
a planned mission. Steps need to be taken to prevent such occurrences
or at least to detect them and recover from them if a system is to
resume operation after a massive but transient fault.
Various solutions to the problem outlined are possible. For
	 = -=
example, all program storage might be in read-only memory thus making
10
destruction of programs impossible. Data, however, could still be lost
under this scheme. If the fault occurred during a period when the system
was not involved in critical computations, the damaged portions of
M
memory could probably be interrogated and corrected manually, i.e. by
the astronaut in a manned mission or by low-speed communication from
Earth in an unmanned mission.
The specific action desired during a massive fault is probably
a function of when the fault occurs. One can afford to shut down the
system and check it out carefully if the fault occurs in midflight but
the computation must proceed as beat it can in a docking or landing
maneuver. This problem is under current investigation with respect to:
a. system configuration
b. time of occurrence of fault
c. possibility of manual interventions.
It has been suggested that a fixed configuration computer is
beat suited to long unmanned missions because the primary computational
need occurs at the and of the mission (7). This may not be appropriate
in systems which are expected to tolerate massive faults. Further
consideration of the trade-offs available between fixed and variable
con Aguration systems is needed.
As was mentioned previously, the existence of an identifiable
"hard core" has a very definite effect on the ability to recover from`
massive faults. It is proposed to determine under what conditions such
a definite "hard core" will exist in a variable configuration computer
5
11
and thus under what conditions the reconfigurability and graceful
degradation of such a system could be most fully utilized. We suspect
that some combination of fixed and variable configuration concepts is
most likely to be tolerant of massivs faults. Definite progress
toward this goal has been made but further effort is needed.
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Tile prODle%1 of cons	 cyclic ^::odu'ct codes has been con siGJred by
Burton and W-aldon and by A? r.:::son. ^hc actori	 of cyclic codes by Assr.us ,.nd
Mattson and Goethals. Goethals found new lower bounds on the minimum,,  weight of
a subclass of cyclic codes of co ^)osite len-th n = n ln2 with GCD(n l ,n2 )	 1.
Kasami extended Goethals result. In Goethals and.Kasami's work the factorization
is appl ied to the polynomials obtained from the Mattson-Solomon formulation.
in this paper the factorization is applied directly to code vectors and more
insight in the weight structure is revealed.
Many cyclic codes of composite length n =
being a subcode of product codes have among th,
ial some n1th and (or) some n1)th roots of Lnity.
in obtaining new lower bounds for the even and
n, : with GCD (n„ n2 ) = 1 besides
A. 2
roots of their genar for polynom-
This fact will be shown useful
odd weighted code vectors.
Another class of cyclic codes of composite length is introduced. These codes
are similar to the cyclic product codes and will be called cyclic quasz-product
codes. A better bound for the minimum distance of this class of codes can be
obtained.
Some cyclic codes of composite length present the properties of both quasi-
product codes and product codes. These properties will be proved useful in o'u-
taining new lower bounds for t:.o even and odd weighted code vectors.
Many of the new bounds for the even and odd weighted code N tors give
us the actual weight.
A better bound for the minimum distance of odd weighted code vectors of
binary cyclic codes of composite length n = n ln2 is obtained. This bound is a
generalization of Kasami's theorem.
This work ?:mss supported by NAS 8-25158 and by GK-2339.
GCD(a,b) denotes the greatest common divisor of a and b.
Now with Systems and information Science at Syracuse University, Syracuse,
:yew York 13210.
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As is w--'-'- .Cnown, she ranc:om. error correction capability of a cyclic code
is entirely specified by its minis um distances. If a cyclic code has 	 dis-
tance, d	 than it is capab	
°
le of correcting up to r
mi:,	 m'in(d 	 randomerrors
within a code block of length n. Most of the '.mown algebraic decoding methods are
unable to correct more t::an _ (d o -1, 1'2_' , where do stands for the BCH bound. As is
wall '.mown many cyclic codes have minimum distance greater than the BCH bound,
thus most of the decoding schamas have not fully utilized the error capability of
their codes. A more oenc-1 cuest on concerns our abilities to decode more than
[(do-1)/2] errors even if d in = do.
In this work two decoding algorithms to decode beyond the BCH bound are
introduced.
For a t-error-correcting BCH code we ::now the syndromes (S j = E Y.X J) S1,
S,),...,S,)t. Suppose now that t+s errors occur. Thus we need to know
SIS2••.S2t+2s to be able to decode t+s errors.
In both algorithms equations (usually non-linear) in the unknown syndromes,
which are necessary to decode t+s errors, are obtained.
The first algorithm is of general application. It is applicable to any
cyclic code even if the code has d = d . This algorithm gives all possible
min	 o	 th
solutions for only those that have their locations (X i) as n	 roots of unity
and their magnitudes (Y i) in the ground field.
The second algorithm is of simpler implementation and is applicable to
cyclic codes with multiple sets of consecutive roots of generator polynomial and
which have dm. z do 2. 	Furthermore, for binary BCH codes up to the decoding of
t+2 errors only a set of linear equations must be solved.
A comparison between: these decoding algorithms and the existing ones is
also given.
This work was supported in part by :NSF GX-2339 and in part by NAS 8-25158.
xx' 1
Lx, L;:notes the integer part of x.
tNow with Systems and information Science at Syracuse Tin.iversity, Syracuse,
New York 132.10.
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Cyclic product codes have 'Zal an	 for its capability
of U-'a.mbi-uous correction 0-- 	 random errors.
	 Its
is increased as it enjoys	 easy J. m?1--mantatio-, o fy	 .6
cyclic codes, and at the same ti :a, its a1_ ,-aBrz,-c s=uc^ura bei-. " able
to be -Eactorized i=r, !owe" f4a-ids suooe sts ac.	 s i-.	 a r	 ah	 w y of
decodin"'.
	 A. cascade delaodi"Q- tea'.-_	 a was introduced by N. Abramson.
It rC;:aL-,s the great advanta ge of working in the subj'ialds without
going into rh a o,	 inal extension fiald.	 But I t fails to.re J'z	 toa u .0
the actual mini-mum distance.	 Recently, =zjority-lo g-ic decodin g
 technique
was appli cd to cyclic product codes.•	 Hlowcvar, at least one Of the component
codas is re C.: u * rCd to be L-step majority-logic decodable, and no result
on zl,-.e capacity of burst-error-correction has yet been obtained.
	 In this,
paper, the cascade decodin g
 technique is extended.	 Decoding schemes are
This work was supported in part by NO C'X-23039 and in part by
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DECODING BEYOND THE BCH BOUND**
Carlos R. P. Hartmannt
Coordinated Science Laboratory
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
..	 Urbana, Illinois
Abstract
In this work two decoding algorithms to decode beyond the BCH bound
are introduced. The first is of general application. It decodes cyclic codes
beyond the BCH bound independent of their minimum distance. The second is of
simpler implementation and is applicable to cyclic codes with multiple sets
of consecutive roots of the generator polynomial and which have minimum dis-
tance at least two greater than the BCH bound. A comparison between these
decoding algorithms and the existing ones is also given.
This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant
No. GK-2339 and NAS 8-25158.
tNow with Systems and Information Science at Syracuse University, Syracuse,
New York 13210.
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DECODING BEYOND THE BCH BOUND
1. Introduction
As is well known, the random error correctio !a capability of a cyclic
code is entirely specified by its minimum distance. If a cyclic code has
minimum distance, dmin' then it is capable of correcting up to [
dm2n-1 ]
random errors within a code block of length n. Most of the known algebraic
d -1
decoding methods are unable to correct more than [ 2 ], where d o stands for
the BCH bound. As is well known many cyclic codes have minimum distance greater
than the BCH bound, thus most of the decoding schemes have not fully utilized
the error capability of their codes. A more general question concerns our
d -1
abilities to decode more than [ 2 ] errors even if the minimum distance of
the cyclic code is do. Among the known algorithms to decode beyond the BCH
bound are those of Berlekamp [1] and Tzeng. [2]
The problem of decoding BCH codes can be considered as one of find-
ing the error locations X i and error values Y  from the syndromes equations
M ^-1
S j • Z Y  Xio 	 (j - 1,2,...,2t). Xi is an nth root of unity, where n isi
the length of the code and Y  E GF(q). Berlekamp has shown that this is
equivalent to the solution of the key equation [3]
(1+S( . z) )c (z) 2 W(z)modulo z2t+1
where
S(z)	 Skzk Sk E GF(gm)
k=1
a(z) - n(1-Xiz)	 1 + c lz +...+ cdzdi
[x] denotes the integer part of x.
I
2and
W (z)	 a (z) + iz X i Y n (1-X z)i joi
An iterative algorithm was found by Berlekamp [3] to solve the key
equation. An intermediate step of the solution can be written as the solution
of the key equation
(1+S (z) )cr (k) a w (k) modulo zk+l
Given 2t successive syndrome terms S 1 , S21 foo l Sgt , the algorithm
will terminate with a(z) - a (2t) and w(z) w(2t) If there are no more than t
errors in the received vector then d t to All the d roots of a (2t) will be nth
roots of unity. All error magnitudes given by w(2t) are in GF(q). Thus we
have a successful decoding.
If there are more than t errors in the received vector then, in most
---cases, at least one of the following failures will occur:
(1) Not all the roots of a (2t) will be nth roots of unity.
(2) Not all the error magnitudes will-be in GF(q).
Suppose t+s errors occur. The main plot of this paper is to find a set of,
equations (usually non-linear) in the unknown syndromes which are necessary
to decode t+s errors. The solution of this set of equations will permit the
decoding of t+s errors.
First let us introduce some notations and definitions. Let
a (2t)	 1 + arl(2t)z +...+ 0((2t)zd-1 + Q(d2t)zd	 (a ((2t) 00)	d 19 t
3be the polynomial obtained by the iterative decoding algorithm [3]. Thus
S  + a 1 (2t) S J-1 +...+ ad-1
(2t)S
j-d+1 + ad (2t)S j-d n 0
d + 1 s J-:9 2t
Let us define
S (2t)	 - (Cr (2t) S (2t) +...+ a (2t) S (2t) + a(2t) S  (2t) )k	 I	 k-1	 d-1 k+l-d	 d	 k-d
and
S(2kt) ..:I (Sd(2k) + a12t)Sd(2t)+...+ U(2t)S(2t)(
where
S(k2t) . Sk	1 s k s 2t
2. General Decoding Scheme
By this algorithm all sets of values (S 2t+1 1 S2tf,2,•••,S2t+2s) that
are solutions of the set of non-linear equations given by the next theorem,
will give us a(2t+2s) and w(2t+2s) such that all the roots of a(2t+2s) will
be nth roots of unity and all error magnitudes given by w(2t+2s) belong to
GF ( q ) .
The next theorem is • generr..lization of theorems 10.53 and 10.54
in Ber lskamp Ell.
(1)
(2)
(3)
... =
h
4t
Theorem 2.1: Let SE
Jai
t nwith Y 100, X 100, X 1EGF(gm) and X 1OX j for i¢ j
then
(a) Y. GF(q) iff (S j)q	
Sjg 
for j	 mo+kgs 	(0 s k < t)
6	 6
(b) If Y 1EGF(q) then X. 1 iff (Sj)q
	 Sjg6+qYn or (S .) q	S jq6 -qYn for	 3
j = mo + kqP	(0 k < t)
where mo, mo
, 
as Y, 6 and y are integers.
Proof:
(a) If (S j ) q = 
Sjq for j mo + kqe 	 ( 0 s k < t)
then
^1Y1X1jq(1-Yiq-1) = 0	 j mo + kq8 	(0 t k < t)i=
Since Y 100, X 100, X i¢X j (ifj) and GCD(q,gm-l)*= 1 the solution of the van der Monde
determinant of this system of equations gives
Yiq-1- 1	 is is t
If Y1EGF (q) then (Si ) q = S jq for any integer J.
(b) The proof is analogous to the proof of part (a).
Theorem 2 . 1 can also be useful in checking if all the roots of a(2t)
are nth roots of unity and all error magnitudes given by w(2t) are in GF(q).
So for the binary systematic cyclic codes we check if ar (2t) divides sn+l in
-
GCD(a,b) stands for the greatest common divisor of a and b.
z^
n
V
5parallel with the Chien search [4]. If Q (2t) divides zn+1 we apply the
Chien	 search only to the information digits. If a (2t) does not divide zn+l
we stop or apply the decoding of more than t errors.
The conditions given by this theorem require, in general, much less
computation than the conditions given •by theorem 10.53 of Berlekamp [1].
Theorem 10 . 53 requires that all roots of a (2t) will be nth roots of unity iff
S^k) . Sk2t) for k - 1,2,...,D(2t), where D(2t) is the degree of a(2t).
2t
Let Vn
	lbe a cyclic code of length n generated by g(x) 	 LCM(i,m (mQ+i-1^
E GF(q) [x]. So we know S1,S2,... ,S2t. Suppose the weight of the coset leader
specified by this set of syndromes is t+s. By
 
Berlekamp ' s iterative algorithm [3]
we can find a(2t+2s) such that a(2t+2s) has no repeated roots, a(2t+2s) satisfy
Newton's identities up to S2t+2s and each 
a i2t+2s) (1 s i s t+s) is a function
of the unknown syndromes necessary to decode up to t +s errors. So if we call
these unknown syndromes x i 1:f. 1 s M where M s 2s, then by (2) and (3) we can
find S (2t+2s) (j z 1) as functions of x	 (1 f. i t M). Let2t+2s+j	 i
b
fk(xl,x2,...,xM)	 S 6 Y -
 
(S ) q 0	 j' mo+kqy
jQ +q n
fk(xl,x2,...',) ' S iq - (S i) q 	0	 i	 MI q+
0 s k t t+s-1
*LCM(a(x),b(x)) stands for the leas common multiple.
mi(x) is the minimum function of . where is a primitive nth root of
unity.
M
6By theorem 2.1 the common solution of this set of 2t+2s equations
will give us Q(2t+2s) which divides zn-1 and Y  that belongs to GF(q). If
thare is no common solution more than t+s errors are present.
In general the solution of non-linear equations is difficult to
2t
obtain. But if the code is a binary BCH code generated by g(x) - LCM( 7T mi(x))i- 1
and s - 1 (decoding of t+l errors) the solutions of the non-linear system of
equations are the roots of f (x 1) where
f(x l) - GCD(fo(xl),fI(xl),...,ft(xl))
Example 2.2: Consider the 2-error-correcting BCH code of block length 31.
Suppose S 1 . 527 and S3 • 517 where A satisfies 5 5 + a 2 + 1 - 0. By the
Chien-Tzeng version of Berlekamp's algorithm [53 we obtain
a(4) = 1 + 027 z  + 5 26z2
____
, .By applying (2) we obtain ( S (4) ) 4 ^ 5 15 and S (4) _ 0 3 . Since (S14))4 0 S(4)10	 9 1
more than 2 errors occur. Assume 3 errors and consider Ss ' xl. By applying
the iterative algorithm [53 1 step further we obtain
Q (6)	 1 + 5 27z + (5 9x1 + 518)z2 + (5 5x1 + A3)z3.
By theorem 2.1 we need to impose
(a) (S(6))4 . S(6)31 Sib) which is already satisfied.
a	 32-
t
7(b) (S 10))4
	 S40>31 - 
S9 6) which leads to
=1(x1) = x8 + 18x1 + a 29x
1 
+ S 9x1 + X27 n 0
(c) (S 12 ) )4 = S48(6)	 _ S(6) which leads to
f2(xl) = xi + $ 11x1 + 0 22x1 + 526x1 + 5 13x; + 0 24x; + 521x1 + X28 - 0
Thus
f (x l) = GCD( f l (x l) ,f2(xl)) _ (x l + 0 3 ) (x l + 16 ) (x1 + 5 22 ) (x1 + 26 ) (x1 + 528)
So we have 5 possible error vectors.
(1) S 5 ' = ^ 3 gives us e 1 (X) = x16 + x 19 
+ x22
(2) SS = X16 gives us e 2 (X)1 + x
28 + x30
= x5 +
29 
x
10	 x(3) S22 gives usS 5 = e 3 (x)
(4) S 5 = X26 gives us e4 (x) = x2 + x$ + x23
= x6 + x12 + x24(5) S 5 = X28 gives us e 5 (x)
Example 2.3: (Berlekamp [1] p. 239) Consider the 5-error-correcting binary BCH
code of block length 31. Suppose S 1	 9, S3 
= ^3, S 5 = X 15 , S7 = ^28^ S ,^ ^27.
By the iterative decoding algorithm we arrive at
(10) = 1 + 
0
9z + 5 1722 + $ 7 23 + A 724 + 0 2025
8(10)	 14	 (10) 4	 20	 (10)	 (10) 4
_	
By applying (2) we obtain S 13	 = a	 and (S 11 ) _ «	 Since S13
	 ^ (S 11 )
more than 5 errors occur. Assume 6 errors and consider S 11 x 1 0 By applying
the iterative algorithm L5J 1 step further we obtain
x (12) = 1 
+ $9z + (5 14 + ^7x1)z2 + (^20 + ^ 16x 1)z3 + (s5 + ^ 5x 1 )z4 +
+ ($ 21 + a2x1)z5 + ($ 16 + $11x1)=6
By theorem 2.1 we need to impose
(a) (S ( 12)
 )4= S28-31 = S(12) which leads to
f l (x 1 ) = xl3 + $ 18x12 + 15x 1 + X16 = 0
(12) 4
	
(12)	 (12)(b) (S8	 }	 532-31 = S 1	 which is already satisfied.
(c) (S 912))4 = S(12) , = S
(12) 
which is already satisfied.36-3
(d) (S 1012))4 = S412)
	
- 
S(12) which is already satisfied.
J (e) (S 112))4 = S44-31 = S132) which leads to
f2 (x11= x 14 + 7x12 + 18x1 + 1 = 0
(f) (S 122) ) 4 
-
 S(12),	 = S(12) which leads to
f3 (x 1) = x14 + $ 11x13 + 28x12 + Px 1 + S 28 = 0
Thus
f(x) - GCD(f l (x l), f2 (x l),f3 (x l)) - x1 + X22
i
9So for S11 X22 we obtain
e (x) - 1 + x26 + x27 + x28 + x29 + x30
Berlekamp's decoding algorithm for more than t errors [1] gives for this
example a quartic equation which has 2 solutions over-GF(2 5) and only one
is acceptable.
Since in example 2.3 (b), (c), (d) are always satisfied by a(10)
if deg a(l0) s 3* then cs (10) divides z3l + 1. This suggests the next theorem.
Theorem 2.4: Let V  be a binary cyclic code of length n = 2 m-1 generated by
2t
W = LCM( -Tm i(x)I. Let 6  be integers such that 1 s 1 + 2b k s 2t for
i=1
0 S k < K and for each k ( 0 5 k < K) exist integers 8 and cp such that
2m-6 .+ k - 8 2CP with 1 s 6 s 2t. Thus if deg Cr (2t) s K then a (2 t) divides zn + 1.
Proof
For the binary case if deg a(2t)' s t then (S (2t) ) 2cP
	S(2t) for any j.j	 j 2Y
Thus if 1 s 1 + 2bk s 2t and 2m-b + k- 6 2^ (with 1 S a s 2t) for 0 S k< K
we will have
b
(S (mtb )^ - S m b	
m	
= S (2 t)	 0 s k< K
2 +k	 2 +2 k-(2 -1)	 1+2 k
So if deg a (2t) s K by theorem 2.1 a(2 t) divides zn+l. i
Q.E.D.
*deg 
Cr(2t) 
stands for the degree of a(2t)
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3. !),!coding SCCii'.:3 - or Cvcli1 Codes With Multiple Sets o f C ons o cutiye Roots
Suppose now that the generator b(x) of the cyclic code V.1 has among
1	 2	 2t	 m,+1
its roots besides	 , {7 ,..., ,7	 the set of consecutive roots le a 1	 ,...,
r ^ lSiy:. As in section 2, we can find a (2t''2s) . Then each Newton
identity will give us one equation
t+s
^Sm,+t+s-j c j
(2t+2s) 
= 0	
ao(2t+2s) 
a l	 1 S i s M
j-O-
that the unknown syndromes have to satisfy.
If the code is a binary BCH code and s - 1 or 2, then a linear system
in the unknown syndromes is obtained. To be able to obtain an independent
set of equations we should require drain a 2t+3 for s-1 and drain z 2t+5 for s=2.
3.1 Decoding of t+l errors (s=1)
Let Vn be-a binary cyclic code of length n generated by g(x), and
	
the roots of
	 x are ^12 ,.. 	2t
	
ml' m1+1 '•..' ml+t+l
among
	 g( )	 ^	 3	 ^	 ^	 Suppose.
d	 z d +2.
min	 o
Since we know S 1
.
 S2""' S 2t , by the iterative decoding algorithm [5]
we can obtain
	
o (2t)
	 1 + a (2t) z + a (2t) z2 +...+ a (2t) z 
5
Suppose t+l errors occur, thus Chien 	 search [4] will not succeed.
Consider now S2t+l as an unknown. By the decoding algorithm [5] we have
Cyclic codes with multiple sets of consecutive roots of the generator poly-
nomial were introduced at first in [6].
Iff
ct (2t) ° 10
•	 11
c (2t+2) _ (2t+1) o c (2t) + 9 (2 t)A  (n' )- l z2t-n'C (n')	 2()
where 7' = 2j (0 s j s t-1)
Q(2t)
	 Sg
t+1 + (2t)S2t +...=- cs(2t)St+1
	
('^
cr (n )	 1 + a ^ n') z + 6 (n') z2 +...+ Cr 	 kz 	 (4)
ILet
L = L(2t)L(n')-1	 (5)
By (2), (3), (4), (5) and Newton's identities we arrive at
AA - B
whe re
de ry
 (n')
6	 (n,)	 (n')A	 EO Cr	 Sml+n'+1-t-i
	
a0	 = 1
i
f
deg Cr(2t(
B EO 
a i
2t) 
Sml+t+l-i
Thus if we can find A we can find Q (2t+2) i
ni2
3. 1 DocoGl^'' of t-^-2 errors
Let ern be a binary cyclic cod.: of length n generated by g(%), and
1 2
	 2t m
l m 1+1	 ml+t+2
.^nong the roots of g(X) We have 	 , ..., p
MI)	 m2-=1	 m2 +t+2- M
pose 
d	 d+4, Thus We can obtain111'1	 o
a(2t) 
= 1 + a12t) z +...+ a(2t)Zt
Suppose t+2 errors occur. In this case we need to inspect two cases:
(a)	 2t = 0
If L (2t) = 0 then
Cr (2t+2) = a (2t+1) = a (2t)
and by a procedure analogous to that used in 3.1, we obtain
a 
(2t+4) = a (2t+3) = c(2t) + ,LZ 2t+2 -n'a
 
(n)
whare
LA. = B.
J	 J
j = 1,2
ideg a (n')A = L	 a (n ) S	 6(n')	 1j	 i=0	 i	 mj+n'-t-i	 odeg a (2 t)
_	 (2t)	 (.2t)
	
1B. i	 a0	 i	 S mj+t+2- i	 a  
with
Now if A ( 2t) - 0 then
13
B1 B2
A l a A2
(6)
and
	
deg a ( 2t+4) - t+2
	 (7)
So first we check ( 6) and ( 7), if both are satisfied then A(2t) can be zero,
otherwise 6(2t) ¢ 0.
(b) A(2t) 0 0
If p (2t) 0 0 then
a(2t+2) . a (2t+1) a a (2t) + p z2t-n'Q(n')
	
1	 (8)
	
a(2t+4) . a (2t+3) . Cr (2t+2) + p 
2 
z2t+2-n'Q(n")	 (9)
- 
i
where
n" - n' if n'-deg a (n') z 2t-deg a (2t)
n" - 2t if n' -deg a (n ) < 2t-deg a (2t)
By (8), (9) and Newton's identities we obtain
(2t)	 (n')	 g (n") ^^deg a	
g
 Cr
	 aai(2t)Sm +t+2-i + A l E	 ai(n')8m +n'+2-t-i + A2 E 	 a i(n )Sm +n"-t- - 0i0	 i0	 j	 10	 j
Imo-	 IN
S
14
So if for j-1 and 2 we can find two linearly independent equations then we can
solve for Al and A2 and obtain a(2t+4)^
Example 3.3:
Consider the binary reversible cyclic (31,11) code generated by
8(X)	 ml(x)m3(x)m7(X)m15(X). By C63 dmin = 9. Let S 1 
• 12 S2 ^24 y S3 ^20
S
4	
^17
,
 S 
14 
X28 
S15
	
15^ S 
16	
S6^ 
17
S	 - 0 10 , S 27	
^27^ S 
28	
S25
a	 '
S29 a29 and S30 - X34.
By using 9 1 , S2 , S 3 and S4
 we arrive at
a (2) . 1 + 912z
and
a (4) . 1 + 12z + 
S 17z2
Since S 17 + 
a 1 (4)S 16 + a 2 (4)S 15 ¢ 0, then more than 2 errors occur. First we
assume 3 errors and apply 3.1. So
	(4)	 (4)
— ---
	 d S 17 + 
a 1 S 16• + a2 S 15 X30
2
S 15 + a
l ( )S 14
and
a(6)	 1 + 12 z + z2 + A 11z3
but since
S30 + a l (6)S29 + a2 (6)S28 + a3 (6)S27 0 0
Ul
1
15
more than 3 errors are present. So we assume 4 errors and apply 3.2. if
A(4) n 0 then deg 0 (8) . 5 which is impossible. Thus d(4) ¢ 0. For A(4) ¢ 0
we obtain n" - 4 and the following system of equations:
E a (4) S 	 + 0 E a (2) S 	 + D E a (4) S 	 0..
i'0 1	
31-i	 1 i=0 i	 29 -1 	 2 i^0 1	 29 -1
E a (4) S	 + D E a (2) S	 + D E c (4) S 	 a 0
J00 i	 32-i	 1 i00 i	 30-1	 2 1-0 i	 30-1
From this system we obtain 6l 6 2 and A2 X23 by assuming S 31 " So " 0.
Thus
Q (8) . 1 + ^ 12 Z + A 21Z2 + 0 8z3 + 0 9Z4 . (Z+1) (Z+3 30) (2+0 28) (Z+$ 26 ) 6
I
	 , '' n
and the error vector is
e(x)	 l+x+x3+X.
4. Conclusions
The possibility of decoding beyond the BCH bound has been shown.
The general decoding algorithm in contrast with Berlekamp's method [13, gives
all possible solutions for only those that have their locations as nth roots
of unity and their magnitudes in the ground field GP(q). The decoding of
cyclic codes with multiple sets of consecutive roots and with dmin = do+2 is
s16
more general and requires less computation than Tzeng's method [2]. Furthermore,
for binary BCH codes up to the decoding of t+2 errors only a set of linear
equations must be solved.
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